
 
109 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Friends, 

Six years ago I raised my hand and became the Board Chair of a fledgling organization called the Franklin 

Street Arts Collective.  Since that day, FRANK has become something rare and dynamic. I had little idea 

what I was about to enter into but it is with deep pride and thanks to everyone who worked to make it 

the FRANK that it is today.  I love FRANK and all it has become.  FRANK is much more than anyone 

imagined it would be. 

And now, thanks to YOU, and an amazing $50,000 matching gift from a good friend of FRANK, $107,275 

was raised in just 10 weeks for this exceptional organization!  These contributions support and allow us 

to expand our community outreach and educational programs, and remain a vital presence and cultural 

destination in the heart of downtown Chapel Hill.  We are truly grateful for the tremendous support 

shown by the community and we pledge to continue to be an organization that you are proud to 

support.  

The member artists of the Franklin Street Arts Collective, its Board of Directors, volunteers, interns, and 

our terrific staff all work very hard to make FRANK amazing.  Without the gift of their time, talent, 

wisdom, enthusiasm, and creative soul, FRANK would not be here and it has been my distinct pleasure 

and honor to be part of this family.  FRANK is also fortunate to have strong community partners.  We 

thank the Town of Chapel Hill, the Downtown Partnership, Orange County Visitors Bureau, among many, 

for recognizing the value FRANK brings to the greater community.  We will open 2016 by dedicating a 

portion of the gallery as the Michael and Laura Brader-Araje Community Outreach Gallery at FRANK 

where we will continue to present special exhibits by students, adults and organizations, outside the 

professional arts mainstream who are making an impact through the arts.   

 As I step down as Chair at the end of 2015 I am confident that FRANK remains in good hands and will 

continue to grow and flourish.  I hope you will welcome, with me, Steve Winegar as Board Chair and Jean 

LeCluyse as the (newly created) Membership Chair.   I look forward to helping FRANK move ahead and I 

hope you will all visit the gallery often and keep supporting our work.  It has been my pleasure to help 

give you FRANK.  Thank You for all you have given.  

Very Sincerely, 

Gordon Jameson 

Gordon Jameson 

Founding Member Artist 

Board Chair (2009 – 2015) 

 


